Abstract A common structural feature characterises sodiumcoupled inorganic phosphate cotransporters of the SLC34 family (NaPi-IIa/b/c): a pair of inverted regions in the N-and C-terminal halves of the protein. These regions are hypothesised to contain re-entrant domains that associate to allow alternating access of the substrates from either side of the membrane. To investigate if these domains interact during the NaPi-II transport cycle, we introduced novel cysteines at three functionally important sites associated with the predicted reentrant domains of the flounder NaPi-IIb for the purpose of fluorescent labelling and cross-linking. Single and double mutants were expressed in Xenopus oocytes and their function analysed using electrophysiological and real-time fluorometric assays. The substitution at the cytosolic end of the first re-entrant domain induced a large hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of steady-state and presteadystate kinetics, whereas the two substitutions at the external face were less critical. By using Cu-phenanthroline to induce disulfide bridge formation, we observed a loss of transport activity that depended on the presence of sodium in the incubation medium. This suggested that external sodium increased the probability of NaPi-IIb occupying a conformation that favours interaction between sites in the re-entrant domains. Furthermore, voltage-dependent fluorescence data supported the hypothesis that a localised interaction between the two domains occurs that depends on the membrane potential and substrate present: we found that the fluorescence intensity reported by a labelled cysteine in one domain was dependent on the side chain substituted at a functionally critical site in the opposed domain.
Introduction
Type II sodium/phosphate cotransporters (NaPi-II) belong to a unique class of Na + -dependent carrier proteins (SLC34A family, according to the Solute Carrier classification: www.bioparadigms.com or 2.1.58/PNAS class, according to the Transporter Classification Database, www.tcdb.org) and show no sequence homology to other known cotransporter families. The family includes three isoforms that can be further classified according to their tissue localisation: the electrogenic NaPi-IIa and electroneutral NaPi-IIc are localised exclusively in the renal proximal tubule and the electrogenic NaPi-IIb is expressed in non-renal epithelial-like tissues [16] . All isoforms share an overall amino acid similarity (≈57%), which is even higher in the predicted transmembrane domain regions [44] ; therefore all isoforms most likely share a common 3-D structure. However, the current lack of a crystal structure of bacterial homologs of NaPi-II proteins and the weak sequence homology with other Na-dependent cotransporters, have so far precluded successful homology modelling. It follows that we must use indirect approaches to determine the structure-function relationships of these proteins.
Based on cysteine (Cys) scanning mutagenesis and in vitro transcription/translation assays, a topology model was proposed for NaPi-IIa that is most likely also valid for NaPi-IIb and NaPi-IIc [33] . This model predicts 12 transmembranespanning domains (TMDs), with intracellular NH 2 and COOH termini (Fig. 1a) . A large extracellular loop between TMDs 5 and 6 links the C-and N-terminal halves of the protein. Analysis of the primary sequence of the three NaPi-II isoforms from different species reveals two regions in each half, 89 residues long, which contain repeated sequences with typically >30% identity (Fig. 1b) . Topology predictions indicate that these regions include two TMDs that we have postulated to form re-entrant domains localised between TMDs 2 and 5 and TMDs 7 and 10, respectively [33, 38] . From functional studies using Cys substitutions, we proposed that these putative re-entrant domains may associate to form the P i transport pathway and, by implication, are also involved in the translocation of the co-substrate (Na + ) in the functionally associated leak mode that operates in the absence of external P i [3, 20] . However, we still lack evidence of a direct association of the re-entrant domains. For example, the double Cys construct, described in our previous electrophysiology study on the rat NaPi-IIa [20] , in which cysteines were substituted in the re-entrant domains, showed a loss of cotransport activity paralleled by a gain in leak activity as Cys modification proceeded. This codetermination of the transport modes by sites in each domain could also have resulted from the Cys substitution in each domain indirectly acting on a structurally separate transport pathway. Furthermore, as that study was performed at a fixed Re-entrant domains of NaPi-IIb. a Topology model of NaPi-II proteins predicts 12 transmembrane domains and intracellular Cand N-termini [33] . Residues that were replaced with a cysteine are indicated as well as three sites at the cytosolic end of TMD5 that are determinants of voltage dependence (see Discussion). Numbering is according to flounder NaPi-IIb sequence. b Comparison of amino acid sequences from three isoforms of NaPi-IIa/b/c from different species (fl flounder, h human, m mouse, r rat) and the bacterial homolog from Vibrio cholera (npt) using Clustalw [25] for the two repeat regions predicted using the Lalign tool [17] . For flNaPi-IIb, Lalign identifies two regions from the N-terminal and C-terminal halves of the protein with an 89 amino acid overlap that show 31.9% identity. Vertical bars indicate identical (black) and similar (grey) residues in each domain. Shaded bars at top and bottom indicate predicted TMDs (numbered). The sites of start and termination of the TMDs were obtained from predictions based on rat NaPi-IIa [33] . A conserved proline is present in the linker regions of each domain, consistent with a putative re-entrant topology. Sites mutated to cysteines in the present study are coloured magenta according to the flNaPi-IIb sequence holding potential of −50 mV the validity of the data was limited to one experimental condition. Moreover, recent voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) studies on mutant constructs offer compelling evidence that the parts of the NaPi-II protein associated with the opposed re-entrant domains may move in a complementary manner during the transport cycle. For example, when substituted cysteines in the N-terminal half of the protein close to the first re-entrant domain were labelled with a fluorophore, the fluorescence intensity decreased with hyperpolarizing membrane potentials. This suggested a movement of the fluorophore into a more polar environment occurred, whereas the opposite behaviour was observed after labelling sites in the C-terminal half, close to the second re-entrant segment [42] . These findings hint at a functional coupling between these domains; however, a direct association was not demonstrated.
To obtain more functional evidence of domain interaction, we extended our previous study over a wide voltage range to quantitate the leak and cotransport modes so that conformational states are better defined and substrate interactions more easily identified. In addition to conventional steady-state and presteady-state analysis, we have applied voltage clamp fluorometry assays to examine substrate-and voltagedependent local interactions with reporter fluorophores and we have investigated the effect of inducing disulfide bridge formation using Xenopus laevis oocytes expressing functional flounder NaPi-IIb transporters. Sites were chosen for Cys substitution for fluorophore labelling or to test for disulfide bridge formation that corresponded to the equivalent sites described in our previous studies on the rat NaPi-IIa and flounder NaPi-IIb isoforms. Two sites (Ser155, Ala175) were located in the first (outward facing) re-entrant domain in the N-terminal half of the protein and one site (Ser448) was located in the C-terminal half of the protein at the end of the second (inward facing) re-entrant domain (Fig. 1a) .
Our data provide new evidence that supports the involvement of these regions in voltage-dependent, substrate interactions. Moreover, we show that sites associated with the domains come in close contact during substrate translocation, which suggests that SLC34 proteins may share an inverted trans re-entrant architecture analogous to that found, for example, in the bacterial Glt Ph , (e.g. [22, 46] ).
Methods

Solutions and reagents
Standard extracellular solution (100Na) contained (in millimolars): 100 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1. Site-directed mutagenesis and cRNA preparation cDNA encoding wild-type (WT) flounder (fl) NaPi-IIb (GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession no AAB16821) was subcloned into a vector containing the 5′ and 3′ UTRs from Xenopus β-globin to improve expression in oocytes [41] . Novel cysteines were introduced using the Quickchange sitedirected mutagenesis kit (Stratagene Inc.). The sequence was verified by sequencing (Microsynth, Switzerland), and the plasmid was linearised with XbaI. The cRNA was synthesised in presence of Cap analogue using the T3 Message Machine kit (Ambion).
Expression in X. laevis oocytes Female X. laevis frogs were purchased from Xenopus Express (France) or African Xenopus Facility (R. South Africa). Portions of ovaries were surgically removed from frogs anaesthetised in MS222 (tricaine methansulphonate) and cut in small pieces. Oocytes were treated for 45 min with collagenase (crude type 1A) 1 mg/ml in 100Na solution (without Ca 2+ ) in presence of 0.1 mg/ml trypsin inhibitor type III-O. Healthy stage V-VI oocytes were selected, maintained in modified Barth's solution at 16°C and injected with 10 ng of cRNA. Experiments were performed 4-7 days after injection. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the Swiss Cantonal and Federal legislation relating to animal experimentation.
Two-electrode voltage clamp
The standard two-electrode voltage clamp technique was used as previously described [12, 13] . For recordings at constant holding potential, currents were acquired at >20 samples/s and filtered at 10 Hz. Faster sampling rates (up to 20 k samples/s) were used for voltage step recordings with filtering adjusted accordingly. Steady-state P i activation was determined by varying the P i concentration in presence of 100Na and subtracting the respective currents in 100Na from those in 100Na+P i . Steady-state Na + activation was similarly determined by subtracting the respective responses in XNa from those in XNa+P i (1 mM), where X is the test Na + concentration (in millimolars). Steadystate P i -induced currents (I Pi ) were fit with a form of the modified Hill Equation:
where [S] is the concentration of variable substrate (Na + or P i ), I Pi max is the maximal electrogenic activity, K 0.5 S is the apparent affinity constant for substrate S, H is the Hill coefficient and k is a constant that takes into account of uncoupled leak effects [9] . For P i activation, the Michaelian form of Eq. 1 was used with H=1. Leak current (I leak ) in the absence of P i was determined from the response to 1 mM PFA (in 100Na) such that I leak =−I PFA .
Presteady-state relaxations were recorded using voltage steps from V h =−60 mV to voltages in the range of −180 to +80 mV. Relaxations were quantified by fitting with a two-component exponential function. Typically, the faster time constant was in the range 0.6-0.8 ms and showed no significant voltage dependence, whereas the slower time constant was typically fourfold slower and was voltage dependent. The faster component, which arises from the endogenous linear capacitive charging of the oocyte membrane, was subtracted from the total relaxation to obtain the NaPi-II-dependent component. This was numerically integrated to obtain the charge moved (Q) for a step from the holding potential to the test potential. The Q-V data were fitted with a Boltzmann function of the form given by Eq. 2:
where V 0.5 is the voltage at which the charge is distributed equally between two hypothetical states, z is the apparent valence of an equivalent charge that moves through the whole of the membrane field, Q max is the total charge available to move, Q hyp is the charge of the hyperpolarizing limit and is a function of V h and e, k and T have their usual meanings.
P uptake
Oocytes expressing flNaPi-IIb Cys mutants (six to ten oocytes/group) were first allowed to equilibrate in 100Na solution without tracer. After aspiration of this solution, oocytes were incubated in 100Na solution containing 1 mM cold P i and 32 P (specific activity 10 mCi/mmol P i ). Uptake proceeded for 10 min and then oocytes were washed three to four times with ice-cold 0Na solution containing 2 mM P i , and lysed individually in 10% SDS for 1 h before addition of scintillation cocktail. The amount of radioactivity in each oocyte was measured by scintillation counting.
Simultaneous voltage clamp and fluorometry
The apparatus for simultaneous VCF has been described in detail elsewhere [42, 43] . Cysteine mutants were labelled in 100Na in the presence of MTS-TAMRA (0.4 mM) at room temperature. Voltage-dependent changes in fluorescence (ΔF) were determined using a voltage step protocol. The membrane voltage was stepped from V h =−60 mV to test potentials ranging between −200 mV and +200 mV in 40 mV increments for a duration of 100-200 ms, and averaged over 20-64 sweeps. ΔF was measured in 100Na, 0Na and 100Na +1P i (100 mM Na + + 1 mM P i ); each test substrate concentration application was bracketed with a control solution application (100Na) to allow for correction of a loss of fluorescence. After application of the superfusate the oocyte was allowed to stabilise in the recording chamber for ∼2 min and then fluorescence was recorded. Recordings were baseline corrected relative to the value at V h =−60 mV. After correction for photobleaching, the data from single oocytes were normalised to the predicted maximum change in fluorescence (ΔF max ) recorded in 100Na and then pooled. ΔF max was obtained from the ΔF-V data fitted with the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2, where Q was substituted with ΔF).
Thiol modification by MTSET
MTSET was added to 100Na solution from a 1 M stock (in water, stored at −20°C) to give a final concentration of 1 mM. MTSET was applied to the recording chamber with gravity feed via a 0.5-mm-diameter cannula positioned near the cell. Incubation time was 3 min and was followed by a 1-min washout period. During superfusion with MTSET, oocytes were voltage clamped at V h =−50 mV. After washout, the P iinduced current was measured.
Inhibition by copper(II)(1,10-phenanthroline) 3 The Cu(II) (1,10-phenanthroline) 3 (CuPh 3 ) stock solution was prepared for each experiment by mixing 40 μl of 1.25 M 1,10-phenanthroline (dissolved in water/ethanol 1:1) and 60 μl of 250 mM CuSO 4 . For 32 P uptake, groups of 12 oocytes from two different batches were preincubated in 0.2 mM CuPh 3 for 5 min and then washed in 100Na. Half of these were further incubated in dithiothrietol (DTT; 10 mM) for 10 min and washed again in 100Na (5 min). After washing, 100Na was replaced with the uptake solution. Uptake was performed as described above.
For TEVC experiments, P i -induced current was first measured in control condition (100Na). P i -induced current was measured again after incubation of the oocytes in CuPh 3 0.2 mM for 5 min (in 100Na or 0Na). For DTT treatment, oocytes were treated for 10 min with freshly prepared 12 mM DTT (in 100Na) after incubation with CuPh 3 and then washed and tested. Oocytes were removed from the recording chamber for incubation to avoid irreversible deterioration of electrodes by DTT.
Software and data analysis
Simulations of a ten-state model describing electrogenic cotransport were performed using Berkeley Madonna V8.0.2a8 software (www.berkeleymadonna.com). All curve fitting was performed using GraphPad Prism version 3.02/ 4.02 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego California USA, www.graphpad.com). Data points are shown as mean ± SEM. Error bars are not displayed if smaller than symbol.
Results
Cysteine substitutions and thiol modification alter transport kinetics
Steady-state behaviour After expression in X. laevis oocytes, the single (S155C, A175C and S448C) and double (S155C-S448C, A175C-S448C and A175S-S448C) mutants, gave robust P i -induced currents in the presence of external Na + (100Na solution) in the range −50 to −300 nA, when voltage clamped to V h =−50 mV. To determine if and how the Cys substitution affected the cotransport activity, we estimated the apparent affinity constants for P i activation (with 100 mM Na + (100Na)) (K 0.5
Pi
) and Na + -activation (K 0.5 Na with 1 mM P i ) by measuring the P i -induced current (I Pi ) under different superfusing conditions as previously described (e.g. [13, 40] ). The data in both cases were reliably fitted using Eq. 1. The Cys substitution did not significantly affect K 0. 5 Pi for any of the constructs, whereas we observed a significant increase in K 0. 5 Na for A175C at 0 mV and −100 mV (Table 1) .
To investigate the effect of Cys substitution and subsequent modification of the introduced cysteines on voltage-dependent kinetics, we first determined the steadystate voltage dependence of the leak current (I leak ) and the cotransport current (I cot ) before and after exposure to the membrane impermeable MTSET (1 mM, 3 min or until the change in I Pi reached a steady-state). I leak was estimated by measuring the change in holding current induced by 1 mM of the Na + -P i cotransport inhibitor, phosphonoformic acid (PFA) (I leak =−I PFA ); I cot was obtained from (I cot =I Pi +I leak ) as previously described [3, 10] . The determination of the cotransport activity by this procedure assumed that 1 mM P i or 1 mM PFA were sufficient to suppress the leak mode completely (e.g. [3, 9] ). Figure 2 shows I-V data normalised to I Pi at −100 mV before MTSET application to facilitate comparison of the voltage dependences.
To quantify changes in voltage dependence on cotransport activity caused by mutagenesis itself, we compared the normalised I cot at V=0 relative to V=−100 mV. The ratio was used as a steady-state voltage dependence index (indicated in each panel of Fig. 2 ). For the single mutants (Fig. 2a) , these data show that although Cys substitution at 175 was tolerated, the voltage dependence was significantly altered, whereby I cot 0 =I À100 cot was reduced from 0.41 (WT) to 0.10 (A175C). This behaviour was also observed in the voltage dependence of I leak for this mutant. In contrast, Cys substitution at sites 155 or 448 had a small and opposite effect on the voltage dependence of I cot as indicated by the increase in I cot 0 =I À100 cot compared to the WT: both S155C and S448C showed more saturation of I cot at hyperpolarizing potentials, which was reflected in their larger
The I-V data of S155C-S448C and A175C-S448C ( Fig. 2b) showed mixed behaviour, depending on the site of substitution in the first re-entrant domain. For S155C-S448C, I cot 0 =I À100 cot lay close to the values for the corresponding single mutants, whereas for A175C-S448C, I cot 0 =I À100 cot was significantly larger than that of A175C. The altered voltage dependences of A175C and A175C-S448C compared to the WT prompted us to investigate in more detail the role site 175 might play in determining this kinetic parameter. We replaced Ala175 with Ser, Leu, Asp and Arg in the S448C background. Only one double mutant (A175S-S448C) gave measurable I Pi . For A175S-S448C, analysis of substrate activation data in the cotransport mode gave apparent affinity constants K 0.5
Pi and K 0.5 Na that were indistinguishable from the WT (Table 1 ). This result indicated that the Ser substitution was well tolerated, and its I cot 0 =I À100 cot approached the WT value. Of the three single mutants, only S448C showed a significant change in behaviour after MTSET incubation, as previously reported [43] and is consistent with that of the equivalent mutation (S460C) in the rat NaPi-IIa isoform [23] . After Cys modification, I Pi was fully suppressed and was outwardly directed, whereas, I leak remained unchanged Fig. 2a . I cot was therefore close to zero, consistent with only the leak mode being active after Cys modification; i.e. with suppressed cotransport activity, the action of P i and PFA are indistinguishable [20] . For S155C, as previously reported [42] , we observed no significant change in I Pi , even though this site is considered accessible to MTS reagents [33, 42] . A175C showed only a small decrease in I Pi and no change in I leak (Fig. 2a) .
The double mutants containing Cys-448 showed qualitatively similar behaviour after MTSET incubation: like S448C their cotransport activity was suppressed (Fig. 2b ). In accord with our earlier study using the rat NaPi-IIa isoform [20] , A175C-S448C showed an increased I leak with an apparent outward I Pi that had approximately the same magnitude as I leak after MTSET exposure, whereas both S155C-S448C and A175S-S448C showed no resolvable change I leak .
Presteady-state behaviour To identify the partial reactions in the transport cycle responsible for the shifts in steadystate voltage dependence, we investigated the presteadystate kinetics. Voltage dependence of NaPi-II proteins is proposed to arise from partial reactions in the transport cycle that involve charge translocation, specifically from the binding/release of substrates (Na + ions) and intrinsic voltage-dependent conformational changes of the protein (e.g. [12, 13] ). These partial reactions can be investigated by applying voltage steps under different superfusate conditions and analysing the resulting presteady-state relaxations, after elimination of the linear capacitive charging transient.
For a representative oocyte expressing the WT and superfused in 100Na (Fig. 3a) , the transient currents in response to equal but opposite voltage steps, showed a characteristic asymmetry that depended on the direction of the voltage step from the holding potential (V h =−60 mV). More charge was displaced for a depolarizing step than for the same magnitude hyperpolarizing step. The single mutants S448C and S155C as well as S155C-S448C showed similar behaviour to the WT (data not shown). In contrast, A175C and A175C-S448C (Fig. 3a) showed relaxations with the opposite behaviour, whereby more charge was displaced for the hyperpolarizing step compared with the depolarizing step. This behaviour matched the shift in steadystate voltage dependence of I Pi towards hyperpolarizing potentials (Fig. 2 ). A175S-S448C gave presteady-state relaxations similar to the WT (not shown). The main relaxation time constants varied in the range from 2.5 to 7.5 ms and their voltage dependence in 100Na depended on the site of cysteine mutagenesis.
To determine if the altered voltage dependence arose from changes to the kinetics of the empty carrier, Na + ion interaction or both, we examined the Na + -dependence of presteady-state currents by exposing the oocytes to solutions with different Na + concentrations. For each condition, the charge (Q ON ) displaced from −60 mV to each test potential (V) was separated from the linear oocyte capacitive charge movement (see Materials and methods) and plotted as function of V. To facilitate comparison, we normalised the Q-V data to the depolarizing limit estimated from the Boltzmann fit (see below). For the WT (Fig. 3b) , Q ON tended to saturate at positive and negative potentials for all [Na + ] as we have previously shown [13, 43] and there was a characteristic hyperpolarizing shift in the charge distribution as Na + was progressively replaced by choline. For A175C and A175C-S448C (Fig. 3b ), saturation at hyperpolarizing potentials was less apparent except at low [Na + ]. We were unable to step to potentials more negative than −180 mV because the transient currents became contaminated by activating endogenous Cl − currents or Apparent affinity constants for P i (K 0.5
Pi ) or Na + (K 0.5 Na ) determined from fits using Eq. 1 to P i or Na dose dependence of I Pi . Values (in mM) are given as mean ± SEM as reported by fitting algorithm from pooled, normalised data (n≥5) n.d. not determined a Determined in 100Na b Determined with 1 mM P i c Values from [42] d Values from [43] e Statistically significant compared to WT (Student's t test, p≤0.01) the oocyte became irreversibly leaky, thereby making the presteady-state analysis more error prone.
To further characterise the presteady-state data, we fitted them with a form of the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2, continuous lines (Fig. 3b) ) to obtain three parameters: Q max , the maximum charge displaced; V 0.5 , the midpoint voltage and z, the apparent valence (Fig. 3c) . The Q max values were normalised to the value obtained at 100 mM Na + for each construct to aid comparison of the Na + -dependence. For the WT, the normalised Q max at 100 mM Na + decreased by 20% at 25 mM and then more rapidly to approximately 50% of the maximum in 0Na; V 0.5 showed the characteristic hyperpolarizing shift that we have previously reported for NaPi-IIb [43] and z reported by the fit lay in the range 0.4-0.6 for all superfusion conditions. For A175C and A175C-S448C the derivation of the Boltzmann parameters was less certain due to the lack of saturation of the charge movement at hyperpolarizing potentials. In particular, for A175C, we constrained z to 0.4 to reduce fit uncertainties. Under these conditions, the dependence of the normalised Q max and V 0. , the data were offset so that each data set and curve are superimposed at the depolarizing limit predicted from the fit to the 100Na data and normalised. c Na + dependence of Boltzmann parameters (Q max , z, V 0.5 ) predicted from fits to Q-V data plotted as a function of [Na + ]. Each panel shows data for WT (open squares), A175C (filled circles) and A175C-S448C (filled squares). Data points are shown as mean ± SEM (n >4) and joined for visualisation. To emphasise the differences in Na + dependence, the Q max values were normalised to the estimate at [Na + ] = 100 mM for each construct. (Fig. 3c) . In 0 mM Na + , V 0.5 was shifted for both A175C and A175C-S448C to more hyperpolarizing potentials, which indicated that the substitution at site 175 had changed the steady-state empty carrier occupancy. At 100 mM Na + , the shift of V 0.5 relative to the WT for each mutant correlated with the direction of shift of I cot 0 =I À100 cot (Fig. 3d) . This result underscored the importance of the presteady-state charge movement kinetics in determining the voltage dependence of the cotransport mode. Presteadystate relaxations were also resolved after Cys modification by MTSET. Neither S155C nor A175C showed significant deviation from the behaviour before MTSET application (data not shown). In contrast, all constructs containing Cys448 showed a significant decrease in the estimated total amount of mobile charge (Q max ) for superfusion in 0Na and 100Na and shifts in V 0.5 that depended on the site mutated in the first re-entrant domain (Table 2 ).
CuPh 3 promotes disulfide bridge formation between pairs of cysteines Next, we investigated the functional behaviour of the double Cys mutants after inducing disulfide bond formation between the introduced cysteines. This can be catalysed using O 2 /Cu (II)(1,10-phenanthroline) 3 (CuPh 3 ), whereby the dissolved dioxygen acts as an oxidant and CuPh 3 as a redox catalyst [5] . Moreover, the bond formation should be reversible by incubation in a reducing medium, e.g. dithiothrietol. We reasoned that if the two re-entrant domains associate to form the pathway for the translocation of the substrate, formation of a disulphide bond should interfere with the normal conformational changes associated with translocation of the substrate and therefore result in a change in I Pi .
We first analysed the effect of incubation with CuPh 3 on single and double mutants using 32 P uptake (Fig. 4a ). Neither CuPh 3 nor incubation in DTT affected P i uptake mediated by A175C, S155C and S448C (Fig. 4a) or the WT (data not shown). This finding confirmed that the introduced cysteines did not interact with any of the 11 endogenous cysteines that are present in flNaPi-IIb. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that such disulfide bonds were formed but had no effect on transport function. In contrast, for S155C-S448C and A175C-S448C, treatment with CuPh 3 caused reductions in 32 P uptake of 50% and 40%, respectively. Moreover, this inhibition could be reversed by subsequent incubation of the oocytes with DTT (Fig. 4a, grey bars) in support of the hypothesis that the inhibition of the transport was due to disulfide bridge formation between the pairs of introduced cysteines.
From this and other studies there is strong evidence obtained from presteady-state and voltage clamp fluorometric assays that NaPi-II proteins undergo conformation changes dependent on the substrate availability that involves the re-entrant domains. We therefore investigated if the presence or absence of substrate could affect the likelihood of disulfide bridge formation by changing the state of the protein during CuPh 3 incubation. Individual oocytes were assayed under voltage clamp (V h =−50 mV) before and after exposure to CuPh 3 and DTT in 0Na or 100Na. We did not perform these assays with preincubation in 100Na+1P i due to a loss of transport activity, which results from internalisation of transporters following repeated and extended application of P i (e.g. [34] ).
Consistent with uptake data, the single mutants showed no significant change in I Pi after preincubation in CuPh 3 with either 0Na or 100Na (Fig. 4b) . In contrast, when S155C-S448C or A175C-S448C was incubated in 100Na+ CuPh 3 , we observed a decrease of I Pi of ∼50% and 40%, Table 2 Comparison of Boltzmann parameters for presteady-state and fluorescence respectively. Longer incubation periods did not result in a further decrease in current, whereas subsequent application of MTSET suppressed I Pi (data not shown). Moreover, for incubation with 0Na+CuPh 3 , no significant change in I Pi was measured for S155C-S448C, whereas there was a small decrease for A175C-S448C at hyperpolarizing potentials.
To confirm that the loss of function observed for the double mutants occurred as a result of cross-linking within each NaPi-II monomer, and not between adjacent monomers, we co-expressed the A175C or S155C together with S448C and incubated the oocytes in CuPh 3 as above. No change in function was observed. Despite the obvious loss of transport function after CuPh 3 treatment, we detected no significant change in the presteady-state charge movement (Q max , V 0.5 and z; data not shown) for the double mutants. This result indicated that the disulfide bridge formation had neither altered the voltage dependence of the empty carrier nor Na + interactions.
Substrate-and voltage-dependent changes in fluorescence intensities
To further investigate functional interactions between the two re-entrant domains, we applied voltage clamp fluorometry that we have previously demonstrated to be useful in observing local conformational changes of NaPi-II proteins [14, 42, 43] . The rationale for these experiments was that if the two re-entrant domains interact, structural changes induced by mutagenesis in one domain may directly alter the microenvironment of the reporter fluorophore in the other domain. Oocytes expressing single or double mutants were incubated in MTS-TAMRA (0.4 mM, 5 min) and we measured changes in fluorescent intensity (ΔF) in response to step changes in the membrane potential. As substrates are assumed to place the protein in different conformational states that may alter the relative position of the re-entrant domains, Fig. 4 Effect of CuPh 3 on cotransport activity for single and double mutants. a 32 P uptake was measured on groups of oocytes (n>5) in control condition (empty bars), after incubation in CuPh 3 (cross hatched bars) and after incubation in CuPh 3 followed by incubation in DTT (grey bars). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. b I-V data showing I Pi for mutants indicated was measured in control condition (filled squares), after incubation in CuPh 3 in 100 mM Na + (filled circles) or after incubation in 0 mM Na + (empty squares). Data were normalised to I Pi at −100 mV before incubation. Points are joined for visualisation we compared the fluorescence with superfusion in 0Na, 100Na and 100Na+1P i . Figure 5 compares the fluorescence recorded from representative oocytes expressing the respective mutant transporters in response to voltage steps from V h =−60 mV to three test potentials: −160, 0 and +80 mV. The data show that ΔF-V varied, depending on the construct and the superfusion conditions. For all constructs, depolarizing voltage steps induced an increase in fluorescence intensity relative to that at V h . With the notable exception of A175C, all constructs gave robust ΔF in 100Na of comparable magnitude, whereas the responses of the same oocyte in 0Na and 100Na + 1P i were different. For example, oocytes expressing S448C showed no detectable ΔF in 0Na, whereas ΔF was resolved in 100Na and 100Na + 1P i . In contrast, oocytes expressing A175C-S448C showed a robust ΔF in 0Na and 100Na but no detectable ΔF in 100Na+1P i . It should be noted that the functional consequences of labelling with the fluorophore (e.g. suppression of I Pi in the case of S448C) were the same as found for incubation in MTSET (data not shown). Moreover, we also observed that no ΔF could be resolved if oocytes were pre-incubated in MTSET before labelling with the fluorophore, which confirmed that the target Cys was most likely the same as for MTSET. After correcting for the loss of fluorescence due to bleaching or washout (Materials and methods), the magnitude of ΔF observed for each superfusate was found to be independent of the order of application of the particular superfusate, thereby confirming that we were observing a memoryless process. The absence of detectable ΔF for oocytes expressing A175C suggested either that the site was also inaccessible to MTS-TAMRA, consistent with the insensitivity of I Pi to MTSET exposure (Fig. 2b) or if labelled, that the microenvironment of the fluorophore at this site did not change sufficiently to yield detectable fluorescence intensity changes.
We obtained further insight into the voltage and substrate dependence of fluorescence by recording ΔF for voltage steps over a wide voltage range and used extensive signal averaging to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (see Materials and methods). To aid comparison of the voltage dependence of fluorescence intensity, ΔF-V data (Fig. 6 ) pooled from several batches of oocytes were normalised to ΔF max predicted from fits using Eq. 2. Fit parameters are summarised in Table 2. S155C, S448C and S155C-S448C (Fig. 6a) In 0Na, S155C and S155C-S448C showed similar ΔF-V with no saturation at the hyperpolarizing extreme. This behaviour suggested that the fluorophores reported ΔF consistent with both Cys155 and Cys448 being successfully labelled in the double mutant, in contrast to the lack of detectable ΔF for S448C under the same conditions. For superfusion in 100Na, S155C-S448C showed similar behaviour to S448C with no saturation at the hyperpolarizing extreme. This contrasted with the behaviour of S155C, which yielded a sigmoidal ΔF-V relationship within the voltage range explored. Finally, with 100Na+1P i , the ΔF-V relation for S155C-S448C resembled that of S448C; compared to S155C, there was reduced ΔF over the same voltage range and no obvious sigmoidicity in its voltage dependence. (Fig. 6b) ΔF recorded from oocytes expressing A175C-S448C showed a substrate and voltage dependence very different from S448C: for 0Na and 100Na, its ΔF-V relation was sigmoidal, and adding Na + to the medium caused a ∼20 mV depolarizing shift in the midpoint voltage (V 0.5 F ; Table 2 ). In 100Na+ 1P i , we resolved no ΔF over the range of potentials explored. ΔF was also detectable with the double mutant A175S-S448C, which depended on the superfusion conditions. Like S448C, no ΔF was detectable for superfusion in 0Na, whereas superfusion in 100Na gave a sigmoidal ΔF-V relationship similar to A175C-S448C, but with a larger z F and a hyperpolarizing shift of ∼40 mV in V 0.5 F (Table 2) . In 100Na+1P i , its ΔF-V relation was similar to that of S448C. Representative data recorded for voltage steps from −60 to −160 mV (green), 0 (black) and +80 mV (red) for the constructs indicated. Each data set represents recordings from the same oocyte expressing the respective mutant under different superfusion conditions. Note that for A175C, the same data with two scale factors are shown to indicate that no detectable ΔF was observed for this mutant. au arbitrary unit of fluorescence intensity. The fractional change in fluorescence ΔF/F for all constructs was typically 0.01 for one a.u, and depended on the expression level of the individual oocytes
A175C-S448C, A175S-S448C and S448C
Discussion
The identification of the transport pathway and sites of substrate binding in membrane carrier proteins is of crucial importance to understand cotransport mechanisms at the molecular level. 3-D structures of crystallised bacterial homologs of mammalian Na + -dependent cotransporters that belong to different gene families reveal a common structural motif: an inverted repeat topology in which the respective elements are structurally associated through an apparent twofold symmetry around an axis through the membrane plane. This common architecture defines a central substrate translocation pathway with the substrate binding sites located approximately halfway through the membrane and accessible from either side of the membrane, consistent with the alternating access model for carriermediated transport [1, 11, 22] . Pairs of discontinuous helices play a key structure-functional role in this architecture [36] . These can be either transmembrane spanning, as found in LeuT Aa [45] and vSGLT [2] or hairpin (re-entrant) as found in ClC [8] and GlT Ph [46] . The short peptide linkers between the helices are critical for substrate recognition and coordination. The ubiquity of these common architectures among genetically unrelated transporters is underscored by studies comparing hydropathies of the core regions that propose classification based on similarity of structural folds [28, 29] .
Given that many transporters share a common functionality-i.e. coupling to the electrochemical gradient of Na + to catalyse uphill movement of a specific substrate-it follows that the same architecture may be present in transport proteins whose 3-D structures have yet to be resolved. For the SLC34 family and related bacterial homologs, no crystal structure is currently available and their low homology with proteins of known structure has so far precluded successful homology modelling. Nevertheless, the existence in all members of the SLC34 family of the common repeat region in the N-and C-terminal halves of the proteins (Fig. 1b) offers compelling evidence that these regions may also be involved in the formation of the transport pathway. This conclusion has been the basis of a number of functional studies focussing on these regions , 100 mM Na + (centre panel) and 100 mM Na + + 1 mM P i (right panel). Data points and fits were adjusted so that they superimposed at the depolarizing limit. For each construct, ΔF data were normalised to ΔF max in100 mM Na + predicted from a fit using a single Boltzmann function (Eq. 2). Each data point represents mean ± SEM with n≥3 cells. Error bars were smaller than symbols. b Voltagedependent change in fluorescence intensity (ΔF) for S448C (filled squares) compared with A175C-S448C (filled circles) and A175S-S448C (open diamonds) for three superfusion conditions as in (a) [19, 20, 24] . For example, evidence that the re-entrant domains play a functional role in co-determining the transport mode (leak or cotransport) was found for the rat NaPi-IIa isoform, based on the behaviour of a double Cys mutant (corresponding to A175C-S448C in the present study) [20] .
Here we have taken a functional approach to: (1) characterise the role these putative re-entrant domains play in defining the kinetics of the transport cycle and (2) test for interactions between the domains for a representative member of the SLC34 Na + -coupled P i transporter family. We have focussed on changes in substrate-and voltagedependence of the transport function because these are considered strong determinants of implied conformational changes. In the context of structure-function relationships it is helpful to consider the transport properties of electrogenic SLC34 proteins in terms of a ten-state kinetic scheme to which our experimental findings can be referred (Fig. 7) . This model depicts the two modes of electrogenic activity, leak and cotransport as a cyclic sequence of partial reactions, some of which (empty carrier and Na + -interaction partial reactions) are common to both modes [3] . A feature of this model is that the electrogenicity of both the leak and cotransport cycles arises only from mobile charges associated with the empty carrier transition (1↔8), assumed to be intrinsic to the protein, and the first Na + interaction (1↔2a, 8↔7a). We assumed that all other partial reactions were electroneutral in this scheme. One aim of structure-function studies is to determine the relationship between structural elements and the partial reactions in such a scheme.
Cysteine mutagenesis: identification of a site in putative re-entrant domain 1 implicated in Na + interactions and voltage dependence Single Cys substitutions affected the voltage dependence of the mutant constructs at all three sites, but to varying degrees. Substitutions at 155 and 448, sites predicted to be exposed to the external medium, had relatively small effects: both shifted the steady-state voltage dependence of I Pi towards depolarizing potentials relative to the WT. For these mutants, any small changes in the voltage dependence of I leak relative to the WT, which we would predict according to our kinetic scheme, were not easily resolved due to the small magnitude of this current. In contrast, Cys substitution at 175, a site predicted to be deep in the protein, which led to a strong hyperpolarizing shift in I cot and I leak , was also only resolved at hyperpolarizing potentials (Fig. 2a) . The changes in steady-state voltage dependence were reflected in the altered presteady-state charge distribution, which reports the result of partial reactions that precede P i binding (Fig. 7) . The unique behaviour of A175C (and A175C-S448C) may arise from the close proximity of site 175 to three residues (Ala190, Ala192 and Asp196) that we have previously shown to be critical determinants of both Na + interaction and electrogenicity in the mammalian NaPi-IIa isoforms [4, 39] (Fig. 1a) .
These findings suggested that the residue at this site was an important determinant of voltage dependence and Na + interaction. In contrast, the weak effect of Cys substitutions at the external facing sites (155, 448) suggested that these sites were not critical determinants of Na + interactions. Moreover, our finding that we could partly restore the voltage dependence of A175C to the WT behaviour by the Ser-Cys substitution at 448 in the double mutant (A175C-S448C) supports the notion of the putative re-entrant domains forming an integral core region of the protein that defines its transport kinetics. Like A175C, A175C-S448C also showed a large I leak at hyperpolarizing potentials (Fig. 2b) , whereby its voltage dependence mirrored that of I cot . This would be expected if the voltage dependence of the leak and cotransport modes was codetermined by common partial reactions in the kinetic scheme (Fig. 7) .
We confirmed the effect of Cys substitutions on the voltage-dependent kinetics by numerical simulation of the cotransport cycle according to our kinetic scheme (see Appendix). Good agreement with experimental data for the substitution at 155 or 448 was obtained by altering the forward rate constant (k 18 ) of the empty carrier transition (1↔8). However, to simulate the effect of Cys substitution at 175, it was necessary to alter the rate constants (k 12a , k 2a1 ) that define the first Na + interaction from the external 
PFA 3* Fig. 7 Ten state kinetic scheme for the electrogenic leak and cotransport modes for SLC34 proteins. Each state is assumed to represent a unique conformation of the protein. Transitions between states are described in terms of forward and backward rate constants that for certain transitions are substrate or voltage dependent (Table 3) . This model assumes only the empty carrier (1↔8) and first Na binding partial reactions (1↔2a; 8↔7a) involve charge movement (blue). The two transport modes (leak and cotransport) share these transitions. PFA is assumed to place in the protein in a dead-end state solution (1↔2a; Table 3 ). The simulated steady-state I-V relationships (Fig. 8a) matched the shifts in voltage dependence of I cot observed experimentally (Fig. 2a) . According to the simulations, the effect of the Cys substitution at 175 was to increase the occupancy of state 8 (inward facing, empty carrier). This state became more favoured as the dissociation constant for the first Na + binding partial reaction was increased: to attain the same forward transport rate as the WT therefore required a stronger membrane hyperpolarisation as observed experimentally. Simulations also gave valuable insight into the presteady-state behaviour of mutant A175C. By running them over a wider voltage range that would be experimentally impossible, we could show that the absence of Q-V saturation at negative test potentials simply reflected the limited range of hyperpolarizing potentials that could be applied. Thus, the charge movement measured was mainly contributed by the empty carrier: i.e. for A175C, Na + -dependent partial reactions contributed significantly to overall charge movement only at very hyperpolarizing potentials. In contrast, for the WT (and S448C and S155C), the contributions to the Q-V from the empty carrier and electrogenic Na + interactions become merged within the experimental voltage range. Our fitting strategy using a single Boltzmann function therefore represents a compromise dictated by experimental and analytical constraints.
Cys modification alters transport mode and mobile charge movement
Using MTS reagents to effect in situ thiol modification of cysteines is a widely used method to identify functionally important sites and determine topological features of membrane transport proteins. We have applied this strategy extensively to SLC34 proteins [9, 10, 19, 20, 23, 24, 39] . After MTSET incubation, all constructs containing Cys448 showed suppression of I cot , but I leak remained detectable. We assume this behaviour resulted specifically from modification of Cys448 and that native cysteines of flNaPi-IIb are not involved, based on our finding that introduction of a Cys at the equivalent site in the Cys-reduced rat NaPi-IIa shows the same behaviour with respect to cotransport and leak [21] . We also observed a reduced mobile charge movement after thiol modification (Table 2) , which we have previously interpreted as evidence of a reduction in the apparent electrical distance Na + must move to its binding site [43] . Despite this altered Na + interaction, modification of Cys448 provided us with a means to investigate the protein as it underwent transitions between a restricted number of states, thereby facilitating data interpretation.
In contrast to the behaviour of constructs with Cys448, the absence of significantly altered steady-state and presteady-state activity for A175C and S155C suggested that the introduced cysteines were either inaccessible from the external medium or, if modified, were functionally unimportant. Previous studies have shown that we can indeed label S155C [33, 42] . The lack of a functional change due to Cys modification of Cys155, which for MTSET would add both bulk and positive charge at this site, therefore suggested that the side chain at 155 is not itself a critical determinant of transport kinetics. On the other hand, Cys175 was most likely inaccessible from the external medium based on evidence obtained from the rat NaPi-IIa isoform with a Cys introduced at the equivalent site (A203C) [19] .
Forward rate constant
Backward rate constant From previous studies on the equivalent site to 448 in the rat NaPi-IIa protein (S460C), we concluded that after Cys modification of this site, the remaining NaPi-II electrogenic activity represents the leak mode (I leak ). This conclusion was based on the findings that: (1) 32 P uptake was suppressed after MTS treatment, indicating suppression of the cotransport mode; (2) the PFA response was the same before and after treatment, indicating that the leak mode was unchanged and (3) the response to P i after MTS treatment was identical to the PFA response [20, 23] , i.e. after MTS treatment I cot =0, I leak =−I Pi . Na + and P i interactions still occur, however, completion of the cotransport cycle is blocked. Under these conditions, state 3 with P i bound is functionally equivalent to state 3* with PFA bound (Fig. 7) . Of the three double mutants containing Cys448, the behaviour of A175C-S448C was consistent with this model: the condition I cot =0 was reasonably valid over the range of test potentials applied (Fig. 2b) . For S155C-S448C and A175S-S448C, resolution of the leak current was hampered by the presence of endogenous PFA and P i -sensitive currents that partially masked the exogenous response, depending on the expression level. It was significant that the shifted voltage dependence of A175C was also observed in I leak for A175C-S448C, before and after Cys modification, and in I Pi after treatment. This supported the notion that the same elements in the protein [Na] mM Fig. 8 Simulations predict voltage-dependent kinetics of single Cys substitutions. a Simulated voltage dependence of steady-state cotransport current (I cot ) given by Eq. 3, using parameters (Table 3) corresponding to the WT (filled squares), S448C or S155C (open squares) and A175C (filled squares). Data were normalised to I cot at −100 mV to aid comparison with experimental data (Fig. 2a) . b Presteady-state relaxations (black traces) obtained from Eq. 4 for the 100 mM Na + case in response to symmetrical voltage steps from −60 mV for WT and A175C. The NaPi-IIb-related presteady-state relaxations from Fig. 3b were scaled vertically and superimposed on the simulations. c Q-V as a function of [Na] obtained by integrating the simulated relaxations for the simulated WT and A175C. Note that for the experimental situation, the voltage window is restricted to the data points within the shaded area and therefore the fit with a single Boltzmann function (coloured, continuous lines) does not accurately describe the true charge distribution, especially for the simulated A175C. d Boltzmann parameters derived from fitting the shaded region in (c; −180 to +80 mV) with Eq. 2. WT (empty squares); A175C (filled squares). These data can be compared with the corresponding panels in Fig. 3b codetermine the voltage dependence of the leak and cotransport. However, we found that the magnitude of I leak for A175C-S448C approximately doubled, in contrast to S448C, S155C-S448C and A175S-S448C, for which there was no resolvable change in I leak after thiol modification. This suggested that Cys175 can modulate the phenotype of the S448C and hinted at a possible interaction between the first re-entrant domain and Cys448.
Promoting disulfide bridge formation: evidence for a statedependent association of re-entrant domains
The strategy of chemical cross-linking between pairs of cysteines is a common approach to elucidate the functional association of helices and re-entrant regions in several membrane transport proteins (e.g. [6, 35, 37, 47] ). Our cross-linking data provided compelling evidence that the association of the novel cysteines depended on the state of the protein: in 0Na, one or both cysteines in S155C-S448C were unable to cross link, whereas for A175C-S448C, cross-linking was more favourable, due to a different orientation or closer proximity of the novel cysteines. Three assumptions were implicit in the interpretation of our results: (1) disulfide bridge formation would have detectable functional consequences; (2) only the introduced cysteines were involved and (3) the disulfide bridges were intra-and not inter-molecular due to association between adjacent NaPi-II proteins or their oligomeric state. Although NaPi-II proteins are considered to be functional monomers [18] , there is also indirect evidence that they may dimerise [15] . It is therefore possible that the oxidising treatment may have resulted in disulfide bridge formation between cysteines (novel or native) in adjacent monomers of dimers. That there was no loss of function after CuPh 3 incubation for the single Cys mutants, whether singly or coexpressed, confirmed that bridge formation occurred only between the introduced Cys in each monomer.
By assuming that the formation of a disulfide bridge in any monomer results in full inhibition of cotransport, our finding that the reduction of I Pi for S155-S448C was greater than for A175C-S448C suggests that in the former construct, the two Cys are closer and therefore bridge formation was more favourable. This would accord with the predicted topology for TMD4 (Fig. 1a) . Moreover, the suppression of the I Pi was also dependent on the CuPh 3 incubation conditions, which further supported the notion that Na + effects a conformational change in the core region composed of the re-entrant domains and implicates them in Na + coordination. For CuPh 3 incubation of A175C-S448C in 0Na, the small loss of cotransport activity indicated that even in the absence of substrate, Cys175 and Cys448 may associate, albeit rarely. In contrast, for S155C-S448C loss of activity was only observed after incubation in 100Na. In this study, we only observed partial inhibition of the electrogenic response after CuPh 3 treatment. This suggested that disulfide bridge formation only occurred in a fraction of transporters and this was confirmed by re-exposure to MTSET, thereby indicating that at least one Cys of the pair was still available for thiol modification. The successful formation of a disulfide bridge is dependent on two rate constants: one associated with unproductive sulfhydryl oxidation of one cysteine and the other associated with bridge formation itself [5] . The amount of inhibition at the end of the CuPh 3 incubation reaction may then be taken as a measure of the probability of finding the respective Cys within a distance of 15.2 Ǻ of one another [5] .
Finally, we also found no significant change in the total mobile charge movement, which contrasts with the effect of thiol modification of the introduced cysteines. This suggested that the cross-linking had neither immobilised the empty carrier nor interfered with the ability of Na ions to enter the electric field.
Evidence for substrate-and voltage-dependent interactions between re-entrant domains from voltage clamp fluorometry
In contrast to presteady-state relaxations, which reflect global conformational changes that involve the concerted movement of perhaps many charges as the protein undergoes transitions between states in response to rapid changes in membrane potential, VCF offers a means of detecting local conformational changes in the microenvironment of a fluorophore [7, 26, 27, 30, 31, 42, 43] . The difference in the voltagedependent parameters obtained by the two methods is seen by comparing V 0.5 and z obtained from the Q-V analysis (after MTSET treatment) and fluorescence ( Table 2) .
We compared the changes in fluorescent intensity (ΔF) induced by voltage steps under three superfusion conditions that allow investigation of the empty carrier alone and the carrier with one or both substrates present. The following interpretations were made:
-ΔF reported by the labelled single mutants depends on the site of Cys substitution. For labelled S448C, only the leak mode operates, and any ΔF should only result from transitions involved in the leak cycle (Fig. 7) . For S448C, it is significant that no ΔF was detected in 0Na (empty carrier) [43] . In contrast, the labelled S155C reports ΔF for the three superfusion conditions with different magnitude and voltage dependences [42] : this suggested that the microenvironment of the fluorophore at site 155 was influenced by molecular rearrangements associated with partial reactions between all states in the transport cycle. As labelling Cys155 only marginally affected the electrogenic properties of S155C ( Fig. 2a and [42] ), we assume that changes in this fluorophore's microenvironment reflect conformational changes of the normal transport cycle. In contrast, for A175C, consistent with lack of any change in electrogenic kinetics observed after MTSET exposure, we also observed no ΔF. We therefore conclude that this site must be either poorly accessible or if labelled, the added bulk of the MTS reagent does not alter the transport properties. The latter seems unlikely considering the change the Ala-Cys substitution alone had on the voltage dependence. Moreover, it was previously shown for the equivalent site (Ala203) in the rat NaPiIIa isoform that it is poorly accessible from the external medium [20] . -The side chain at site 175 in re-entrant domain 1 influences the microenvironment of the fluorophore at 448. For S448C, A175C-S448C and A175S-S448C the protein operates in the leak mode. In 0Na, labelled Cys448 does not respond to potential in 0Na, therefore the ΔF measured from A175C-S448C suggested that Cys175 had altered the microenvironment of the labelled Cys448 such that it responded to voltagedependent reorientation of the empty carrier. Alternatively, if Cys175 were also labelled, ΔF would reflect changes in the microenvironment of its fluorophore. Although we favour the former scenario, we are unable to distinguish between these two possibilities from the present data. When the non-polar Ala175 was substituted with a polar Ser, the labelled Cys448 reported no ΔF for 0Na and in 100Na, the ΔF-V that lay between that of the S448C and the A175C-S448C. This behaviour underscores the importance of the side chain at this site in determining voltage dependence. If both substrates were present, ΔF reported by the A175S-S448C was very similar to that for S448C alone, whereas with a Cys at 175, no ΔF was reported. These findings suggested that the structural changes induced by altering the side chain at 175 can influence how the fluorophore at 448 responds to its microenvironment. -Cys448 influences the microenvironment of the fluorophore at 155 in re-entrant domain 1. For S155C-S448C, ΔF in 0Na was nearly identical to that of labelled S155C and as labelled S448C show no ΔF in 0Na, this suggested that ΔF from S155C-S448C arises only from changes to the microenvironment of the fluorophore at Cys-155. In 100Na, S155C and S448C report ΔF, but with significantly different voltage dependences (Table 2 ). According to our kinetic scheme (Fig. 7) , ΔF obtained from labelled S155C should reflect contributions from Na + binding and the empty carrier, whereas the labelled S448C only reports Na + interactions. Therefore, if both cysteines were labelled in S155C-S448C, we would predict that its ΔF-V would be the combined response of the two single mutants under the same conditions. Instead, we observed a ΔF-V with a weak voltage dependence, similar to ΔF-V for S448C in 100Na (z F in 100Na reduced to 0.2, Table 2 ), and also when both substrates were present. These findings suggest that Cys448 altered the microenvironment of the fluorophore at Cys155, but conditional on the presence of one or both substrates.
Without more structural information it is not possible to interpret the ΔF-V data in terms of specific local molecular rearrangements in the environment of the fluorophores, nevertheless our data demonstrate how a side chain substituted at a functionally critical site in one domain can affect the change in fluorescence intensity reported by a labelled Cys in the opposed domain. Moreover, they show how the presence or absence of substrate can determine the structural rearrangements that occur in different parts of the protein.
Conclusions
We have identified a site in the first putative re-entrant domain that is a critical determinant of voltage dependence and Na + interaction. Moreover, we provide evidence from fluorometry and cross-linking that this site can interact with one in the second putative re-entrant domain. Our findings lend functional support to the importance of the trans repeat architecture in cation-coupled cotransporters.
Appendix: Simulations using a ten-state kinetic model for the cotransport cycle
The set of differential equations that describes the cotransport cycle according to the ten-state kinetic scheme (Fig. 7) was solved numerically for the state occupancies, steadystate current and presteady-state charge movement (e.g. [9, 32] ). For these simulations, we ignored the leak pathway and we assumed that transition 4-5 (translocation of fully loaded carrier) was electroneutral and that the apparent equivalent charge of the empty carrier was −1. Under these conditions, transition 1-8 is the only one that involves net transmembrane charge movement and therefore the steadystate P i -induced current for N transporters given by:
where z t is the net translocated charge per cotransport cycle ( z t =1) and where X n is the occupancy of state n and k ij is the transition rate from state i to state j. The pre-steady-state current per cotransporter molecule is given by:
where the equivalent charge of −1 of the empty carrier moves an equivalent electrical distance δ through the membrane and for the Na + binding transitions (1-2a, 8-7 ) also involve movement of +1 charge through equivalent electrical distances α′ and α″, respectively. Thus, one net charge moves across the whole of the membrane electric field and 1=α´+α″+δ. The expressions for the transition rates for electrogenic transitions were modelled according to Eyring transition state theory in which the apparent charge moves over a sharp symmetrical barrier. The forward and backward rate constants for voltagedependent transitions are given by: 
We began with a set of rate constants and intrinsic charges that described the steady-state and pre-steady-state behaviour of the WT (Table 3 ) and adjusted the rates to give a reasonable match by eye to the experimental findings. The simulated steady-state I-V relationships (Fig. 8a) predicted the shifts in voltage dependence of I cot observed experimentally (Fig. 2a) . The simulations also established that K 0. 5 Pi was relatively insensitive to the changes in the rate constants, whereas K 0.5 Na increased for the simulated A175C case, as found experimentally (Table 1 ; not shown).
The presteady-state relaxations in the absence of P i for the simulated WT and A175C case also recapitulated the experimental data (Fig. 8b) . The corresponding Q-V data for varying [Na + ] gave different steady-state charge distributions for the simulated WT and A175C cases (Fig. 8c) . The Q-V data for the simulated A175C revealed two distinct Boltzmann distributions, which become more apparent at low [Na + ] by extending the voltage range in the hyperpolarizing direction. If the simulated data were fit with a single Boltzmann function within the experimental voltage range, the predicted Boltzmann parameters (Fig. 8d) showed qualitatively the same behaviour as the experimental data (Fig. 3c) . In particular, V 0.5 predicted by the single Boltzmann fit to the simulated Q-V data became more negative with increasing [Na + ], and reached a plateau close to 100 mM (Fig. 8c) , which was in agreement with the Boltzmann analysis of the experimental data (Fig. 3b) .
